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Who are we?
London Legacy Development
Corporation (LLDC)
Regeneration body answerable to
the Mayor
Single point of contact for
developers, investors, landowners
Wider area with Park at its core
£300million investment in postGames transformation
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What the LLDC does
Planning authority
Landlord
Developer
Events host
Events promoter
Park operator
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Our approach to sustainability
THE PRINCIPLES
1. Enabling sustainable lifestyles
Our development will provide the infrastructure
communities need to live sustainably and
operators need to run their buildings sustainably
2. Consistently high quality across the QEOP
Standards set should be obtainable across the
entire development, not just obtainable for a
handful of homes
3. Making the most of our natural assets
Our development will work with the grain of the
surrounding ecology, rather than against it, so
that communities are able to reap the benefits of
being located in the Lea Valley.

Measuring success (headlines)
VENUES:
All permanent venues to meet BREEAM Excellent in Legacy
•
Including a 40% reduction in potable water use
•
Minimisation of embodied impacts
NEW DEVELOPMENT:
All new homes to be zero carbon before regulations apply
•
Including a minimum of 65% reduction in emissions to be achieved onsite
All non-domestic buildings to emit 40% less carbon than required by 2010
building regulations.
•
Including a move towards zero carbon when regulations come into force

Venues
Stadium
Low embodied carbon due to
lightweight design
40% reduction in water use
due to connection to the nonpotable water system for toilet
flushing
On target for BREEAM
Excellent post-transformation
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Venues
Press and Broadcast Centre
Targeting BREEAM Excellent
Challenging due to high cooling demand created by data centres
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Venues
Aquatics Centre
Wings are off; deconstruction has been a challenging technical exercise
On track for BREEAM Excellent post-transformation
40% reduction in potable water achieved
Further carbon and water savings achieved through innovation in building management
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Venues
Copperbox
On track for BREEAM excellent
40% potable water reduction achieved
Operator commitment to carbon and water benchmarking for in-use performance
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New development: LCS
Upto 6,700 new homes in 5 new
neighbourhoods
46,000sqm for business and
employment use
26,000sqm commercial and retail
space
2 primary schools and one secondary
school
First residential developer on board for
Chobham Manor
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New Development: LCS
How the market views sustainability
Poten&al homebuyers*
Want proximity to
transport connec8ons
Would not weight
‘sustainability’ against key
factors such as room size

Developers*

Planning Authori&es

Enhanced sustainability
features will not raise
selling prices but may be
important to a niche
segment of the market
Sustainability features
should be reliable and not
gimmicky
Address sustainability due
to legisla8on and to gain
planning consent.

* Based on soft market testing for Chobham Manor
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Sustainability should be
benchmarkable against
established standards such
as the Code for Sustainable
Homes and BREEAM.

Applying the principles
1. Enabling sustainable lifestyles
Impact

Lifestyle Response

Transport: emissions to air from
powering and opera8ng vehicles

•Electrical charging points for homes with parking
•No home more than 350m from a bus stop
•Wide, accessible pedestrian and cycle pathways across our
development

Hea8ng and powering buildings

•Infrastructure is already more carbon eﬃcient than
individual boilers
•Installa8on of smart meters to every home to enable
households to monitor their own energy use
•Building homes adapted for future climate scenarios to
reduce the requirement for power hungry air condi8oning

Use of water in a water stressed
area

•Installa8on of eﬃcient ﬁxtures and ﬁYngs
•Using reclaimed sewage for irriga8on of the park and toilet
ﬂushing in its venues

Crea8on of waste

Recycling points throughout the Park and our development
Venue operators , Park maintenance and events organisers
set high reuse and recycling targets

Applying the principles
2. Consistently high quality
Major constraint on high environmental performance is cost.
The major extra over costs associated with reaching CfSH levels 5 and 6 are associated
with the mandatory energy and water credits.

Note: Extra over cost per unit based on a 3bed semi-detached house
Source: DCLG CfSH cost review 2011

Applying the principles
2. Consistently high quality
Move away from box ticking and towards efficient investment
•Instead of going to the nth level of fabric efficiency, to adopt the Fabric Energy Efficiency Standard set
out by the Zero Carbon Hub
•Maximise carbon savings accrued from the CCHP network in place
•Consider additional onsite
measures where feasible
(mostly Photovoltaics)
•Offset remaining
carbon emissions
via an offset fund.
•Enables us to achieve
zero carbon across all
homes on the site.

Applying the principles
2. Consistently high quality
Water
Adopt water efficient fixtures and fittings for homes
first, to a minimum of 105lppd for every home in the
development(Chobham to achieve 90lppd)
Explore alternative water sources second – including
traditional grey-water recycling systems and use of
the non-potable water network onsite for domestic
toilet flushing (22% of household use)
Challenges
Reclaimed water is unregulated within the market
currently and lack of clarity over liability creates a
risk that is unattractive to developers
There is no regulatory driver for water efficiency, and
despite the compelling environmental drivers, no
financial reward for innovating through connection to
the non-pot network.

Applying the principles
3. Making the most of our natural assets

Applying the principles
3. Making the most of our natural assets

Applying the principles
3. Making the most of our natural assets
City terrace walk

Urban canal walk

River walks

Applying the principles
3. Making the most of our natural assets

• 2.5km2 estate with over 102 hectares of
Metropolitan open space
• 45 hectares of BAP habitat, integrated into
our neighbourhoods
• 6 hectares of woodland
• 6.5 kilometres of improved waterways

The outcome: a great place to live
By focussing on enabling a lifestyle choice for our residents, we are
creating people-focussed, attractive development
By focussing on consistently high quality development across the site
rather than on a few exemplars, we are establishing the QEOP as a place
for future-proofed, cost effective, high quality development
By focussing on making the most of our natural assets, we are creating
neighbourhoods that work with the grain of the surrounding ecology,
providing green, family friendly spaces.

